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Experience

Authentic Sri Lankan Spice experience, delivered, effortlessly . . .

as at Sep. 2021





We provide the finest quality spices with its authentic aroma 

and flavor. Extracting such utilizing the centuries long tradition 

coupled with latest technologies to bring genuine and most 

pure flavours of ceylon.





CCC01

20g, 100g, 250g, 450g

Cinnamon Sticks C5 Grade

This luscious fragrant product comes from the central hills of the 
beautiful Ceylon, thick bundles of layers in this cinnamon assures to 

tinkle your taste buds for more. Ideal with a cup of strong brewed tea 
and a Hot Chocolate. The C5 grade that we provide is of a great quality 

that Ceylon cinnamon could offer, tested and certified by SGS Lanka 
there after acquired the certification on fair trade, the product comes in 
sized of 20g,100g, 250g ,450g. Suiting all sorts of requirements from home 

baking and cooking to industrial use.

CCC02

35g, 100g, 250g, 450g

Cinnamon Powder (Mesh size 80)

Powdered Cinnamon is the ideal most addition to all your desserts. This 
has a strong flavor and aroma that clenches your quench for a good 
dessert, the fine powder of the mesh 80 grade provides the consumer 
with a smooth consistency of all flavors that Ceylon cinnamon got. The 

powder is tested and certified by SGS Lanka there after acquired the 
certification on fair trade. This comes in sizes of 35g,100g, 250g, 450g that 

would suit the needs of domestic cooking and of industrial use.
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CCC03

100g (35g X 3pax)

Chicken Red Curry

The Sri Lankan spices have a sacred place in the hearts of Sri Lankans 
everywhere in the world. This spice blend consists of 18 different spices 
unique to Sri Lanka. All the spices used here are vegan and naturally 
sourced. The blend is made to be used as a natural flavor and spice 

addition to suit the needs and taste of curry craving tastebuds. Follow 
the easy steps and you’ll have your favorite curry in no time  The 

attractive packaging consists of 3 packets of 35g each in one unit.

Sri Lankan Spice Mix
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Sri Lankan Spice Mix
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CCC05

100g

Dhal Curry

Dhal is an integral part of a Sri Lankan meal, this is a spice blend made 
with authentic and organic spices suiting the curry craving Dhal lovers. 

This Rice puller dish is a to go in many easy meals as it can be 
improvised with all sorts of Sri Lankan entrée dishes. Consisting of 18 

mesmerizing spices and condiments ideal for any occasion at home to 
have a meal of curry. Follow the easy steps and you’ll have your favorite 
curry in no time. The attractive packaging consists 100g of products in 3 

packets of 35g each in one unit.



CCC04

100g (35g X 3pax)

Black Meat Curry

This curry mix is ideal and suitable for all types of meat that one wants 
as “black meat”. Usually cooked in subtle cuts of meat. Peppery flavors 
and sharp roasted curry flavors. This spice blend could be used as a 

spice rub for baking poultry and red meat to suit all your culinary needs. 
The blend is made to be used as a natural flavor and spice addition of 18 

blended vegan spices for the curry craving tastebuds. Follow the easy 
steps and you’ll have your favorite curry in no time. The attractive 

packaging consists 100g of products in 3 packets of 35g each in one unit.
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Sri Lankan Spice Mix





The Ceylonese/ Sri Lankan Pepper holds a eminent place in the spice 
world owing to the reason of its sharp and versatile flavor, from the finest 
parts of the island this condiment is known to be a recurring product at 

the kitchen. Grown under utmost quality conditions and harvested under 
fair trade certificates. A guaranteed fine and flavorsome addition to all 

your meals. Comes in an attractive packaging of 100g.

100g

CCC06 Black Pepper Corns
CCC07 Black Pepper Crushed
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Roasted Powders are essentials in making hearty spice filled curries for 
Sri Lankans, the roasted smokey flavor of these spices brings all the meat 

and vegetarian spicy dishes together in harmony. Available in 100g 
packages.

100g

CCC08 Roasted Curry Powder
CCC09 Roasted Chili Powder

CCC10

100g

Blue Pea Flower Powder

This powder is enriched with the anti-aging anti-oxidants of the butterfly 
pea flower. Butterfly pea nourishes hair follicles, promotes hair growth, 

reduces hair fall, and slows down the greying of hair. Available in powder 
form to consume as a brewed tea-like drink or add to your food for a 

nourishing flavor and a vibrant color. Available in 100g packages.
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